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In this work, we report on development of one-dimensional (1D) finite-difference and twodimensional (2D) finite-element diffusion-reaction simulators to investigate mechanisms behind Curelated metastabilities observed in CdTe solar cells [1] . The evolution of CdTe solar cells performance has been studied as a function of stress time in response to the evolution of associated acceptor and donor states. To achieve such capability, the simulators solve reaction-diffusion equations for the defect states in time-space domain selfconsistently with the free carrier transport. Results of 1-D and 2-D simulations have been compared to verify the accuracy of solutions.
Evolution of concentration profile for an arbitrary defect C is simulated by solving reactiondiffusion equation [ 
In (1), C R represents the net reaction rate of the defect C, and for the case of Cu is calculated based on the main reactions responsible for p-type doping formation in CdTe [3] : (2) , also known as the knock-off reaction, forward and backward rates are calculated
In (4), C S stands for the concentration of cation sites in CdTe, while K f and K b represent temperature-dependent rate constants. The expression describing the flux of species C in the gradient of its electrochemical potential is given below.
In (5), diffusivity of the defect C is given by D C , θ is the amount of carried charge, G F is the free energy of formation, and the electrostatic potential is provided by φ. Due to very high diffusivities of free carriers, we considered them reaching steadystate concentrations at every time step when solving (5) for much slower ionic species. In our 2D FEM scheme, anisotropic diffusion model for a single grain boundary of width δ located at x=0 is utilized, and is given by
where
For a finite difference mesh with size h=δ and a symmetric grain boundary, this model gives identical discretization to the traditional Fisher model [4] . In summary, the diffusion-reaction model has been applied to Cu-related defects in CdTe PV devices. The simulation results from this study give us a deeper understanding of the role of Cu on the performance of CdTe solar cells. The 1D diffusion-reaction code is installed on nanoHUB.org.
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• Although the time step employed for the 2D case is 100 times larger than the 1D time step, the difference between these profiles is negligible. Fig. 5 . The 2D FEM scheme allowed the inclusion of grain-boundary enhanced diffusion of Cu in the simulation. A fork-shaped grainboundary was assumed in this 2D simulation. Clear segregation of Cu along the boundary was achieved.
